1. **CALL TO ORDER**
   The Honorable Paul Livingston, Chair
   Richland County Council

2. **ADOPTION OF AGENDA**
   The Honorable Paul Livingston

3. **ELECTION OF CHAIR**
   The Honorable Paul Livingston

4. **ELECTION OF VICE CHAIR**

5. **SELECTION OF SEATS**
   3.1 SEATING: At the first meeting in January after the election and seating of the Chair and Vice-Chair, Council members shall select their seats based on seniority in years of continuous service and then in alphabetical order.

   LIVINGSTON
   DICKERSON
   MALINOWSKI
   MANNING
   MYERS
   C. JACKSON
   KENNEDY
   MCBRIDE
   NEWTON
   TERRACIO
   WALKER

6. **ADJOURNMENT**